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Abstract

Introduction: The use of prostate-specific antigen (PSA) as a prognostic indicator for prostate cancer (PCa) patients is con-

troversial, especially since it has been shown to correlate poorly with tumor burden. The poor quality of PSA as a biomarker

could be explained by current guidelines not accounting for the mechanism by which it enters circulation. Given that mature

blood vessels are relatively impermeable to it, we hypothesize that immature and leaky blood vessels, formed under angiogenic

cues in a hypoxic tumor, facilitate PSA extravasation into circulation. Methods: To explore our hypotheses, we develop a non-

linear dynamical systems model describing the vascular growth of PCa, that explicitly links PSA leakage into circulation with

changes in intra-tumoral oxygen tension and vessel permeability. The model is calibrated versus serum PSA and tumor burden

time-courses from a mouse xenograft model of castration resistant PCa response to androgen deprivation. Results: The model

recapitulates the experimentally observed – and counter-intuitive – phenomenon of increasing tumor burden despite decreasing

serum PSA levels. The validated model is then extended to the human scale by incorporating patient-specific parameters

and fitting individual PSA time-courses from patients with biochemically failing PCa. Our results highlight the limitations of

using time to PSA failure as a clinical indicator of androgen deprivation efficacy. We propose an alternative indicator, namely

a treatment efficacy index, for patients with castration resistant disease, to identify who would benefit most from enhanced

androgen deprivation. Conclusions: A critical challenge in prostate cancer therapeutics is quantifying the relationship between

serum PSA and tumor burden. Our results underscore the potential of mathematical modeling in understanding the limitations

of serum PSA as a prognostic indicator. Finally, we provide a means of augmenting PSA time-courses in the diagnostic process,

with changes in intra-tumoral vascularity and vascular architecture .
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Abstract

Introduction: The use of prostate-specific antigen (PSA) as a prognostic indicator for prostate cancer

(PCa) patients is controversial, especially since it has been shown to correlate poorly with tumor burden.

The poor quality of PSA as a biomarker could be explained by current guidelines not accounting for the

mechanism by which it enters circulation. Given that mature blood vessels are relatively impermeable

to it, we hypothesize that immature and leaky blood vessels, formed under angiogenic cues in a hypoxic

tumor, facilitate PSA extravasation into circulation.

Methods: To explore our hypotheses, we develop a nonlinear dynamical systems model describing the

vascular growth of PCa, that explicitly links PSA leakage into circulation with changes in intra-tumoral

oxygen tension and vessel permeability. The model is calibrated versus serum PSA and tumor burden

time-courses from a mouse xenograft model of castration resistant PCa response to androgen deprivation.

Results: The model recapitulates the experimentally observed – and counter-intuitive – phenomenon

of increasing tumor burden despite decreasing serum PSA levels. The validated model is then extended

to the human scale by incorporating patient-specific parameters and fitting individual PSA time-courses

from patients with biochemically failing PCa. Our results highlight the limitations of using time to

PSA failure as a clinical indicator of androgen deprivation e�cacy. We propose an alternative indicator,

namely a treatment e�cacy index, for patients with castration resistant disease, to identify who would

benefit most from enhanced androgen deprivation.

Conclusions: A critical challenge in prostate cancer therapeutics is quantifying the relationship be-

tween serum PSA and tumor burden. Our results underscore the potential of mathematical modeling in

understanding the limitations of serum PSA as a prognostic indicator. Finally, we provide a means of

augmenting PSA time-courses in the diagnostic process, with changes in intra-tumoral vascularity and

vascular architecture .

Introduction1

Prostate cancer (PCa) is the second most common type of cancer a↵ecting men in the2

United States, and a leading cause of cancer related deaths among men [1]. Due to its initial3

dependence on androgens for growth and survival, advanced PCa is treated with androgen4

deprivation therapy (ADT) – a process wherein the bioavailability of androgens to cancer5

cells is blocked by the constant or periodic application of a combination of chemical castration6

agents [2].7

PCa cells produce prostate specific-antigen (PSA), thus PCa is associated with increased8

levels of blood serum PSA. Further, men with a higher PSA at the time of therapy initiation9

have been shown to have an increased risk of recurrence. Therefore, serum PSA levels are10

used as a prognostic indicator for response to treatment and development of metastases [3–5].11

However, large-scale population studies [6, 7] found that these protocols have resulted in the12

diagnosis and treatment of many cases of indolent (non-aggressive) disease, while o↵ering13

little mortality benefit. In 2001, Swanson et al. [8] concluded using mathematical modeling,14

that serum PSA is expected to correlate poorly with tumor burden due to delays between15

tumor growth and PSA production.16

One factor a↵ecting the poor prognostic potential of PSA could be that the diagnostic17

process does not account for the mechanisms by which it enters the blood stream. PSA is18

a 34 kDa macromolecule and mature blood vessels are relatively impermeable to it. Conse-19

quently, in a healthy prostate, PSA remains tightly confined to the gland, and only a minute20

proportion leaks into the circulatory system [9]. It has been postulated that to enter sys-21

temic circulation, PSA must overcome a number of barriers, including prostatic basement22

membrane, intervening stroma and capillary basement membrane. This in turn requires a23

disruption in prostate ductal lumen architecture, and alterations in vascular morphology [10].24

Therefore, to better understand the relationship between serum PSA and tumor volume, we25
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need to account for the changes in tumor vasculature, especially in response to any treatment26

administered.27

In general, growing tumors need a constant supply of nutrients; this is achieved by the28

formation of new vasculature under a process called angiogenesis [11]. Briefly, as the tumor29

becomes too large for existing vasculature to meet its nutritional demands, cancer cells secrete30

angiogenic factors, the primary one being vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). VEGF31

induces sprout tip formation in nearby vasculature, which then migrate up its concentration32

gradient, laying down new vessels in their wake [12]. In addition to inducing angiogenesis,33

VEGF also causes increased permeability of vessels [13]. Consequently, we hypothesize that34

a major mechanism of PSA extravasation into circulation is via immature and leaky blood35

vessels, formed under angiogenic cues from the developing tumor.36

From the above discussion it follows that for patients receiving ADT, associating varying37

levels of serum PSA with changes in tumor burden needs to be interpreted in the context38

of changes in tumor vasculature. In fact, serum PSA may, under certain conditions, be39

uncorrelated with tumor burden. This has been observed in multiple mouse xenograft ex-40

periments [14, 15], wherein serum PSA showed a steady decline under ADT even though41

tumor volume continued to increase. Our aim here is to gain a mechanistic understanding42

of the biological processes that underpin these experimental observations. To this end, we43

develop a mathematical model describing the molecular and cellular processes leading to44

PSA production in PCa and it extravasation into circulation.45

Indeed, several mathematical models linking changes in serum PSA with those in tumor46

burden in response to therapy, have been proposed [16–25]. These have made important con-47

tributions to our understanding of how PCa progresses to a castration resistant phenotype48

under ADT. Even so, common to all these approaches is an implicit or explicit assumption49

that increasing serum PSA correlates with a growing tumor, and vice versa. Our model re-50

laxes this assumption by explicitly incorporating vascular remodeling in a growing tumor, or51

on that is undergoing ADT. We then simulate PSA leakage into circulation at a tissue/organ52

level, by explicitly accounting for the evolution of blood vessel permeability in response to53

such a dynamic tumor microenvironment.54

Materials and Methods55

Model Development56

Our model of the vascular growth of PCa xenografts is cast as a system of coupled nonlinear57

ordinary di↵erential equations (ODEs), that describe the temporal dynamics of the following58

key variables: N(t), the number of tumor cells (in millions); E(t), the number of endothelial59

cells assumed to line functional blood vessels (in millions); V (t) and Pt(t), the amounts of60

VEGF (in arbitrary units) and PSA (in ng) in the tumor, respectively; Ps(t), serum PSA61

concentration (in ng/mL); and L(t), the degree of vascular permeability (dimensionless).62

We also account for changes in: O2, intratumoral oxygen tension (in mmHg); Nv, the total63

tumor volume (in mm3); and Vc, intratumoral VEGF concentration (in arbitrary units/mL).64

We remark that VEGF concentration within a tumor is estimated to be on the order of65

pg/ml [26]; however, in the absence of time-course data with which to calibrate our model,66

we take it to be measured in arbitrary units. A model schematic is shown in figure 1.67

Briefly, cancer cell proliferation is mediated by androgens [2] and the availability of nutri-68
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ents such as oxygen [27], supplied by tumor vasculature. For simplicity, we do not explicitly69

incorporate microvessel density in our model. Rather, following Jain and Jackson [28], func-70

tional blood vessels are approximated by keeping track of the endothelial cells lining them.71

An increase in tumor cell number relative to endothelial cell number creates a hypoxic envi-72

ronment, resulting in the expression of VEGF by the tumor cells [29, 30]. This is taken up by73

endothelial cells lining proximal blood vessels, resulting in sprouting angiogenesis [12], and a74

concomitant increase in oxygen tension. PCa cells also produce and secrete PSA under an-75

drogen signaling [3]. Crucially, VEGF induces a rapid increase in vascular permeability [13]76

that, per our hypothesis, is necessary for PSA to freely extravasate into circulation. The77

e↵ects of ADT on these dynamics are: reduced tumor cell proliferation; elevated tumor cell78

apoptosis; and a decrease in PSA expression. Together, the following system of ODEs is79

taken to represent these dynamics.80

Tumor Cells :
dN

dt
= ✏N↵NN

✓
1� Nv

K

◆✓
1

1 + e��N (O2�⌫N )

◆

| {z }
proliferation

� �NN|{z}
apoptosis

, (1)

VEGF :
dV

dt
= ↵V

✓
1

1 + e�V (O2�⌫V )

◆
N

| {z }
production by tumor cells

� �V V|{z}
degradation

, (2)

Endothelial Cells :
dE

dt
= ↵EEVc| {z }

proliferation

, where Vc =
V

Nv ⇥ 10�3
(3)

Tumor volume : Nv = volEE + volNN, (4)

Tumoral PSA :
dPt

dt
= ✏P↵PN| {z }

production by
tumor cells

� �PtPt| {z }
degradation

� �EL̂Pt| {z }
leakage into
circulation

, (5)

Serum PSA :
dPs

dt
=

�EL̂Pt

volB| {z }
leakage

from tumor

� �PsPs| {z }
clrearance

, (6)

Permeability :
dL̂

dt
=

�L

1 + e��L(Vc�⌫L)| {z }
increase

� �LL̂|{z}
decrease

, (7)

Tumoral O2 : O2 = 100!F, where F =
volEE

Nv

. (8)

A complete description of model derivation, together with underlying assumptions, is81

provided in section S1 of the Supplementary Information.82

Experimental Data83

In experiments reported in [14], Cheng et al. investigated the e↵ect of androgen withdrawal84

on castration-resistant PCa xenografts. Briefly, BALB/c athymic male mice were inoculated85

with CWR22Rv1 cells, an androgen-responsive but androgen independent prostate cancer86

cell line. These cells weakly respond to ADT, and express PSA. 4 ⇥ 106 cancer cells were87
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injected subcutaneously into all of the mice, and once the xenografts were established, the88

mice were either left untreated or underwent castration 20 days post inoculation. Tumor89

volume and serum PSA were measured periodically for both groups (see figure 2).90

Clinical Data91

In a phase 3 clinical trial designed to optimize ADT scheduling in patients with late stage92

PCa and rising serum PSA levels, Schulman et al. [31] reported a serum PSA time-course93

averaged across all patients on continuous ADT. These data were used to calibrate our model94

extension for investigating the emergence of castration resistance in human patients.95

Serum PSA time-courses from five individual patients with castration-resistant disease,96

who were undergoing enhanced ADT, were obtained from [32, 33]. Treatment e�cacy was97

determined by serum PSA concentration, with a decline below 50% of its value at the start98

of therapy indicative of success, and a subsequent rise above this value – or an insu�cient99

decline in the first instance – indicative of failure [33]. These data were used to calibrate our100

model extension for investigating how informative time to PSA progression is in diagnosing101

castration resistance emergence.102

Parameter Estimation103

Where possible, parameter values were taken from the literature. The remaining parameters104

were estimated by minimizing the sum of squares between model predictions and empirical105

measurements (as reported in [14]) of serum PSA and tumor volume time-courses. The106

experimental data, together with best fits, are shown in figure 2. Further details of this pro-107

cess, including a list of parameter estimates, can be found in section S1 of the Supplementary108

Information.109

Results and Discussion110

PSA leakage into circulation is determined by tumor vasculature characteristics111

Model simulations predict that serum PSA time-courses do not necessarily follow tumor112

volume time-courses. For instance, serum PSA is not predicted to increase until around113

day 10 post xenograft implantation, even though the tumor has grown steadily prior to this114

period. The corresponding predicted intra-tumoral oxygen tension and VEGF concentration115

time-courses, plotted in figures 3A and B, respectively, reveal the reason why. In the initial116

stages of xenograft growth, the tumor is well oxygenated due to proximity with murine blood117

vessels. However, as the tumor increases in size, it becomes hypoxic at which time tumor118

cells begin to secrete VEGF, causing an increase in vascular endothelial cell number and119

vascular permeability.120

The application of ADT at day 20 results in a sharp, transient decrease in serum PSA121

(figure 2B, red curve). This initial decrease is a model artefact since we assume that the122

application of ADT causes tumor cells to instantaneously reduce PSA production, from123

a maximum rate of ↵P to ✏P↵P , where 0 < ✏P < 1 represents the e↵ect of therapy (see124

equation (4)). The subsequent and sustained decline in serum PSA is caused by a decrease125

in vessel permeability. Briefly, ADT down-regulates tumor cells proliferation (figure 2A,126

red curve), resulting in the re-establishment of a more normoxic environment (figure 3A,127

5



red curve). Consequently, VEGF production decreases (figure 3B, red curve), causing a128

decline in vascular permeability around day 30, thereby preventing PSA extravasation into129

circulation.130

We remark that in a clinical setting, tumor volume time-courses would not be observable.131

The response of the cancer to ADT would be inferred, in large part, from serum PSA time-132

course data. We simulate this ‘real-world’ scenario by re-estimating model parameters and133

only fitting the treatment serum PSA time-course data. The parameters being varied are:134

the net rate of tumor growth under ADT (✏N↵N ��N); the threshold of VEGF concentration135

at which vessel become ‘leaky’ (⌫L); the sensitivity of vessel permeability to this threshold136

(�L); and the e↵ect of ADT on the rate of PSA secretion by tumor cells (✏P ). The residual137

sum of squares (RSS) between model fits and PSA data is plotted as a function of the net138

tumor growth rate in figure 3C. As can be seen, equally good fits (flat portion of RSS curve)139

to the PSA data are achieved for a broad range of tumor growth rates, including tumors140

that continue to grow under ADT, and those that shrink (figure 3D, shaded region). These141

simulations suggest that serum PSA data are not fully informative of ADT-induced changes142

in tumor vascularity and oxygenation, and their down-stream e↵ects on vascular permeability143

and PSA extravasation. Therefore, caution should be exercised in inferring the response of144

PCa to treatment from PSA dynamics alone.145

Emergence of castration resistance in human patients146

Advanced PCa is primarily treated with ADT; however, many patients eventually progress to147

a hormonally refractive state [2]. Of particular interest are patients receiving ADT, for whom148

rising PSA levels are the primary means of diagnosing the emergence of castration-resistant149

PCa. For instance, non-metastatic castration resistant PCa patients, in whom CT-scans and150

bone scans are unable to detect metastatic disease, would fall in this category, [34]. In such151

cases, a critical question is: When did castration-resistance really emerge?152

In order to determine how informative serum PSA is in answering this question, we153

adapt our model to simulate the treatment of PCa in humans. In particular, it has been154

hypothesized that castration resistant cells are already present in ADT näıve tumors, and155

selection pressures created by androgen deprivation result in these cells dominating the156

tumor [2]. Therefore, we include this phenotype as a second cancer cell variable in our157

model. A complete set of equations, and details of the model scale-up are provided in158

section S2 of the Supplementary Information.159

We are particularly interested in the following two key time points: (1) tPSA, the time160

of PSA failure; and (2) tlag, the lag time defined below. tPSA is when a formal diagnosis161

of castration resistance is made in the clinic based on increasing serum PSA. However, by162

this point of time, the cancer is already castration resistant. Therefore, tlag is defined as the163

di↵erence between tPSA and time to castration resistance emergence, which is assumed to164

occur when the total number of tumor cells begins to increase once again after any initial165

decrease induced by ADT.166

Model Calibration: Figure 4A shows the best fit to the (averaged) serum PSA time-course167

data under ADT taken from [31]. Shown also are predicted time-courses of oxygen tension168

(figure 4B), and percentage change in tumor cell numbers (figure 4C, total and castration169

sensitive cells, and figure 4D, castration resistant cells). We remark that, from PSA data170

alone, it is not possible to estimate the initial tumor burden. Rather, the relative change in171

6



tumor cell numbers can be deduced. Further details of model parameterization are provided172

in section S2 of the Supplementary Information.173

Results: Since the patients responded positively to ADT initially, we assume that castra-174

tion resistant cells constitute only a small fraction (⇠ 0.5%) of the tumor at the time of175

ADT initiation. This is reflected in an initial sharp decline in tumor cell number (figure 4C),176

resulting in a normoxic environment (figure 4B), causing decreased VEGF concentration and177

vascular permeability. This, coupled with the fact that the production of PSA in castration178

sensitive cells is down-regulated under ADT [35], causes a sharp fall in serum PSA. Castra-179

tion resistant cells, however, continue to expand (figure 4D) and eventually take over the180

tumor. Serum PSA levels increase once again when the tumor environment becomes hypoxic181

(figure 4B) and cancer cells start to secrete VEGF. In this study, PSA progression was de-182

fined as three consecutive increasing PSA values > 4 ng/ml, taken at least 2 weeks apart,183

which occurred at 710 days post ADT-initiation. However, the tumor started re-growing at184

around day 300, so that tlag ⇡ 400 days. That is, the tumor was predicted to be castration185

resistant more than a year before PSA progression was diagnosed.186

Of course, from our earlier discussion, we must exercise caution in inferring tumor behavior187

from serum PSA read-outs alone. As mentioned above, the tumor burden and fraction of188

castration resistant cells at the start of ADT are unidentifiable from these data. We therefore189

conducted a global parameter sensitivity analysis using the Extended Fourier Amplitude190

Sensitivity test (eFAST) as described in [36], the results of which are included in section S2191

of the Supplementary Information. We summarize the key points here.192

The parameters with the greatest e↵ect on tPSA are the rates of endothelial cell pro-193

liferation (↵E), castration resistant tumor cell proliferation (↵R), and, to a lesser extent,194

the concentration of VEGF at which vessels become ‘leaky’ (⌫L) and the sensitivity to this195

threshold (�L) (p-value < 0.01). Surprisingly, the rate of PSA expression by castration re-196

sistant cells (�P ) and the fraction of the tumor these cells initially occupy are not critical197

determinants of tPSA. On the other hand, the single biggest determinant of tlag is ↵E, with198

↵R, ⌫L, �L and �P a↵ecting it to a much lesser extent (p-value < 0.01). Thus, our model sug-199

gests that tumor angiogenesis is a vital connection between serum PSA and tumor behavior200

under ADT.201

Having identified the biggest determinants of tlag, we varied these parameters over biolog-202

ically realistic ranges, to reveal that tlag assumed values between 100 and 600 days. Thus,203

even in a ‘best’ case scenario, the tumor had progressed to a castration resistant state several204

months prior to a diagnosis of PSA progression.205

Treating castration resistant PCa with ADT and a Treatment E�cacy Index206

Castration resistance does not necessarily imply androgen independence. New drugs have207

been developed that are stronger inhibitors of androgen signaling within the cell [33]. We208

next investigate how informative serum PSA time-courses are at an individual patient level,209

when castration resistant PCa is treated with ADT.210

Model Calibration: The model equations remain largely unchanged from the previous211

subsection. Best fits to clinical data taken from [32, 33] are shown in Figure 5A. We remark212

that since these patients have hormonally refractive disease, we only consider a single cancer213

cell phenotype, namely, castration resistant.214

Results: Even though enhanced ADT may not reverse castration resistant PCa growth, it215

may still confer therapeutic benefit by slowing down cancer growth. Clinically, tPSA remains216
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an important determinant of ADT failure, with larger values indicating better responses to217

treatment. We may also define an alternative measure, IADT , of the success of treatment218

as: the inverse of the degree of tumor growth inhibition achieved under ADT, as compared219

to control (see equation (8)). Of course, IADT is impossible to measure clinically, but our220

calibrated model, with patient-specific parameters, provides an ideal framework with which221

to predict its value. For this, we simulated tumor growth with and without treatment222

for each patient, and compared the fold-change in tumor cell numbers at the end of the223

treatment period. The results are shown in the bar graph in Figure 5B, with the gray-blue224

portion of the bars highlighting the predicted degree of inhibition achieved under ADT, and225

the numbers under the x-axis indicating tPSA. Patient 3 is predicted to have the greatest226

degree of tumor growth inhibition under ADT, whilst Patient 5 has the longest time to PSA227

failure. Therefore each measure of ADT success is, in and of itself, inconclusive. We instead228

propose a treatment e�cacy index (ei) for patients with castration resistant disease treated229

with enhanced ADT, defined as follows.230

ei = (IADT � 1) ⇤ tPSA, IADT =
fold-change in tumor cell number without treatment

fold-change in tumor cell number with treatment
(9)

The larger the value of ei the more e↵ective ADT. Each patient’s ei is indicated above the231

bar corresponding to them in Figure 5B. As can be seen, Patients 3 and 4 had the strongest232

response to treatment, whilst Patient 1 had the weakest response. Even though Patient 5233

stayed on treatment the longest, the predicted reduction in tumor growth under ADT was234

modest, and it is possible that such a patient may have benefited from an alternative course235

of treatment.236

Conclusions237

Serum PSA is a ubiquitous prognostic indicator of PCa response to ADT [3, 34]. However,238

PSA remains a poor biomarker of disease [6] and tumor burden [8]. We hypothesize this is239

because current diagnosing guidelines do not account for the mechanism by which it enters240

the blood stream. In particular, immature and leaky blood vessels, formed under angiogenic241

cues from a growing tumor, could be a primary mechanism allowing for the extravasation242

of PSA into circulation. To test these hypotheses, we developed a mathematical model243

of vascular PCa growth. Our model captured PSA leakage into circulation at mechanistic244

level, by explicitly accounting for the e↵ects of intra-tumoral oxygen tension and VEGF245

concentration on the permeability of tumor blood vessels. We calibrated our model versus246

available mouse xenograft data. We then scaled up to the human patient level, in order to247

determine how informative serum PSA time-courses really are in inferring patient response248

to ADT.249

Our model simulations indicate that tumor vasculature and its morphological properties250

are a vital link between serum PSA dynamics and tumor response to ADT, and illustrate251

potential pitfalls in making inferences about tumor burden from serum PSA readouts alone.252

For instance, a variety of PCa responses to ADT, including tumors that continue to grow,253

could produce the same serum PSA time course. Further, in patients undergoing ADT,254

tumors could have progressed to a castration resistant state well before the clinically used255

time of PSA progression or failure (tPSA). Patients, in whom the lag between these two256

times is predicted to be especially large, could potentially benefit from alternative treat-257
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ment strategies such as chemohormonal co-therapy [37]. We also showed that correlating258

the success of ADT with larger tPSA values can be misleading. A retrospective analysis of259

PSA time-course data from five individual patients with castration resistant PCa undergo-260

ing advanced ADT revealed that the treatment may only induce a modest degree of tumor261

growth inhibition. Even so, serum PSA may exhibit a sustained and significant decline due262

to the complex interplay between tumor oxygenation and vascular permeability. We instead263

proposed a treatment e�cacy index that takes into account both, tPSA, and the (predicted)264

tumor growth inhibition due to ADT. The model can therefore distinguish castration resis-265

tant PCa patients who benefit the most from advanced ADT from those that might benefit266

from alternative treatments. However, at present, this remains a retrospective tool.267

The model of vascular PCa growth and PSA leakage presented here is really a first stepping268

stone towards a more comprehensive quantitative description of how serum PSA dynamics269

correlate with tumor growth or inhibition under ADT. In our future work, we will relax270

some of the simplifying assumptions made here. For instance, we ignore androgen mediated-271

VEGF production [38], which would be down-regulated under ADT. We also do not account272

for the process of vessel maturation within tumors, which might a↵ect PSA extravasation273

since mature vessels are relatively impermeable to it. Finally, in order for our findings to274

have translational value, extensive calibration and validation of the model would be needed,275

including using human patient data. Nonetheless, the model developed here o↵ers useful276

insight into the mechanisms governing the leakage of PSA into circulation. Continued e↵orts277

in this direction have the potential to improve the reliability of PSA as a prognostic biomarker278

in prostate cancer patients.279
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